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Discovery of the  Accretion-Powered Millisecond Pulsar 
SWIFT 51756.9-2508 with a Low-Mass Companion 

August 27. 2007 

ABSTRACT 

We report on the discovery by the S,ul;ft Gnn~.ma-Ray Burst Explorer 
of t'he eighth ltnown t ransierlt accret ion-powerecl rnillisecorld pulsar: SNI\?'IFT 
51756.9-2508, as part of routine observations with the S,wift Burst Alert Tele- 
scope hard X-ray transient monitor. The pulsar was subsequently observed by 
both t'he X-Ray Telescope on Swqt and the Rossi X-Ray Tin1,iny Explorer Pro- 
portional Counter Array. It has a spin frequency of 182 Hz (5.5 nis) and an 
orbital period of 54.7 minutes. The minimum companion mass is between 0.0067 
and 0.0086 M2, depending on the Inass of the neutron star. and the upper li~nit 
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on the mass is 0.030 *\I7 (95% corlfiderlce level). Such a low inass is iiico11sistent 
with  brow^^ dwarf models. and cornparisori with white clwarf models suggests that 
the companion is a He-dominated dorior whose thennal cooling has been at least 
~nodestly slowed by irradiation from the accretion flux. KO X-ray bursts. dips, 
eclipses or quasi-periodic oscillations were detected. The current outburst lasted 
z 13 days and 110 earlier outl>ursts were found in archival clata. 

Suhjcct headings: binaries: close - pulsars: genernl - stars: nelitrorl - white 
dtt-arfs - X-rays:birlaries 

1. Introduction 

It is now well established that a subset of neutron stars in low-mass X-ray binary systems 
are millisecond pulsars powered by accretion from either a brown dwarf or degenerate com- 
panion in a very close binary configuration. Such systems are believed to  be progenitors of 
nlillisecond radio pulsars (Alpar et al. 1982). Before the discovery of SWIFT 51756.9-2508. 
there were seven known accretion-powered millisecond pulsars (see Kaaret et a1. 2006. for a 
full listing). The sample is nowT becoming large enough to  start to  study classes of these ob- 
jects which can in turn lead to  a better understallding of the properties of neutron star X-rav 
binaries and their relationship to millisecond radio pulsars. The known accretion-powered 
~nillisecond pulsars all appear to be in very close orbits (with orbital periods ranging between 
41.1 and 256.5 min). For all but one such system. XTE 51814-338 (Bhdttacharyya et al. 
200.5). orbital corlstrnints rule out a liydroge11-bl1rnir1g rrlain sequence conlpanion, arid for 
four systems. even a brown dwarf companion is not consistent with the orbital parameters. 
The application of recent nlodels of white dwarf dorlors in ultracolnpact binaries (e.g. Deloye 
k Bildsteii 2003: Deloye et dl. 2007). shows that.  withi11 certain temperature r ~ ~ n g e s .  white 
dwarfs are a viable inodel for tlle companion in the most compc>ct of the X-rw inillisecorld 
pulsar s!-stems. 

I11 this Letter. we report the discovery of SiI'IFT .J1756 9-2508 (heredfter ref~rrecl to 
as 51756). with a frequencv of 182.07 Hz. It was discovered hy the Su11,ft G'ctri,n,n-Ray B ~ r . s t  
E,rylort~r- Bl~rst Alert Telescope (BJZT) as part of the hard X-ray trn~isierit monitor program. 
I11 \ 2 we discllss the observntions iriade with Suv/ft c ~ ~ i c l  tlle Ro.ssr ,Y-ray T/rn1~g E.qdorer 
(RXTE) I11 5 3 aild 5 4 we discuss the tiiliirig and spectral ctrlal~-sis dnd i11 5 5 we deril-e 
limits 011 the coiil1>aiiioi1 illass a i d  coiIiIjare this source to the other knonli accretiiig X-ral- 
milliseco~id pl~lsars. ,211 errors are nt the 90%-corificlelice level t~iiless otherwise stated. 



2. Observations and data reduction 

2.1. Swift 

S'IVIFT 51756.9-2508 was discovered using t,he Swift B,4T hard X-ray transient rnorlitor 
(Kr i~nm et al. 2006). The BAT is a large field of view instru~nerlt that continually monitors 
the sky to provide the gamma-ray burst t'rigger for S,wzft. On average more than 70% of 
the sky is observed on a daily basis. Sky images are processed in near real-time to clet,ect 
astrophysical sources in the 15-50 keV energy band12. 

51756 was detected in the daily full-sky rnosnics that are produced in the transient 
 non nit or. It first rose to detectability (Fig. 1) on 2007 June 7 (AlJD 54258) with an average 
rate in Sw~ft BAT of 0 0083 f 0.0015 ct s-I ernp2. corresponding to approximately 37 rnCrab. 
The discovery was announced on June 13 (Krimm et al. 2007). The BAT data for all pointings 
when the source urns fully coded (visible to all BAT detectors) were processed using tlle Swzft 
analysis tools, which included cleaning out the diffuse background and flux from other brlght 
sources in the field of view. 

The discovery of 51756 triggered a target of opportunity (TOO) observation in the Swift 
X-ray Telescope (XRT) beginning at 15:25:3'.2 UT, 2007 June 13. It was interrrlit'tently ob- 
served over 13 days for a total exposure of 60 ks. The XRT dat,a were processed with standard 
procedures (xrtpipeline v0.10.6 within FTOOLS in the Heasoft package v.6.1.2), filtering, 
screening. and grade selection criteria (Burrows et al. 2005). The phot.011 counting (PC) data 
collected during the first three seg~nents were corrected for pile-up and for tlle presence of 
single-reflection rings due to  the nearby bright source GX 5-1.l"or t'he windowed tinling 
data we extracted source events in a square region with a side of 20 pixels. Ancillary response 
files were generated with xrtmkarf and account for different extraction regions. vignetting 
and Point-Spread Function (PSF) corrections. The light curve (Fig. 1) wits corrected for 
PSF losses and for vignetting. The best fit XRT posit'ion is shown in Table 1. 

2.2. RXTE 

The discovery of Jl756 also triggered a T o 0  observation in the R o s s ~  X-my T/m/ug 
Errylor-c.7~ (RXTE). starting at 18:12:00 LTT. 2007 .June 13. Because GX 5-1 is within the 
= lo field of view of the RXTE Proportion;ll Counter Array (PC.-\) collin~ntor. tlle PCA 
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pointing direction was offset by about 18'. primarily east'ward of the true pulsar position. The 
PCA light curve (Fig. I )  has ljeen corrected to effective on-axis values using tlie collirnator 
response function. itnd spectral response functions account for the offset as well. The offset, 
pointing direction is within 3' of t'he Galact'ic ridge, and so contarni~lation from diffuse 
emission is present. The amount of coritarniriat~ion was found by exanlining other nearby 
PCA observations, when .J1756 was quiescent, and fitting with a sirnple phenonienological 
  nod el (and assuming it is constant). The contaniina,ting flux was about w3 mCrab. The 
total exposure was w104 ks in two observing programs. 

Archived monitor dat,a from RXTE and Swift were searched for earlier out~bursts of 
J 1756. The PCA performs regular nloriit'oring observations of the Galactic bulge (Swank k 
hlarkwardt 2001) and a sea,rch of archived PCA bulge scan dat,a shows tjhat the source has 
not been detected in tlie 2-10 keV band over the past 8.4 years. with an upper limit of about 
5 mCrab (2-10 keV).'' This limit is likely to  be systematics driven, based on tlie nearby 
bright source GX 5-1. Archived da,ily BAT monitor data (15-50 keV) were searched back 
2.5 years and the RXTE All-Sky hlonitor light curves (2-10 keV) were searched back 11.3 
years with no evidence of the source in eit,her instrument with 30 upper limits of w 15 mCrab 
(BAT) and m 50 niCrab (AShl). Due t,o observing constraints (mostly for sun avoidance), 
the overall good coverage of the three detectors is w 87%. With these gaps and the fact 
that even the 2007 out,busst was not seen strongly in the AShI, it is possible that an earlier 
outburst was missed. Thus we set a tentative recurrence time scale of 2 10 yr. 

2.3. Other Observations 

The discovery announcement led to several rnultiwavele~igtli observations of .J1756. A 
possible fading neC~r-IR counterpart was announced with Ks = 19.7 011 l I J D  5-4270 and h', 
= 21.0 on l l J D  54282 (Burderi et a1 2007). However an observwtiori with tlie \lPsterbork 
S) nt hesis Rndio Telescope (luring the X-ray outburst (1.4 GHz; AIJD 54266 103: Hessels k 
Stappers 2007) showed no sign of coherent radio pulsations. Furthermore. 517.56 was not 
cletected in ol>serv,~tions after the outl~urst in either 8.7 CiHz radio ( l I J D  54277.371. Possenti 
et nl 2007) or 0 :3-8.0 keIT X ray jC'hi\~l(l~i~ upper li~ilit of 1.4 x 10-l3 erg cni-' s-l. starting 
l I J D  5-L287.059. Papitto et a1 2007) observations. 

l 4 ~ 1 l c '  2007 c,~ltl)~lrht o f  .Jl'iT,(i n.a> 11ot sc~>ll  ill the' PC'X 1)1llgc' s(.illl 1,e'c.;111s(' R S T E  sp;~c,clc.raft slt,wii~g 
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3. Timing Analysis 

Fig. 1 shows t,llat the outburst of .J1756 had a very rapid rise (5 1 d) .  After this the 
BAT flux was nearly constant for the next several days. For the first several days of XRT 
and PCA observations (up t o  hI.JD 54268.6), tlie flux in both instrunle~lts showed a slow 
decline, which can be fit to  a nearly exponential decay, ePt/', where T = 7.3 k 0.4 d. This 
matches fairly closely t'he decay in tlie BAT light curve. After this date the flux in all three 
instruments began a steeper decline (T = 0.6 f 0.3 d)  and was undetectable even irl t,he PCA 
after hIJD 54271, a mere 13 days after the start of the outburst. This light curve is similar 
in form to those of three other X-ray lnillisecond pulsars: SAX 51808.4-3658 (Bildsten & 
Chakrabarty 2001) a,nd IGR J00291f5934 (Galloway et al. 2005); and in part'icular XTE 
,11751-305 (hlarkwardt et al. 2002), which showed very similar values of T (Gierlinski & 
Putanen 2005). The three other objects have had more than one out'burst, on recurrence 
time scales of N 2 - 3 yr, and all outbursts of XTE 51751-305 and IGR J00291+5934 and 
most outbursts of SAX 51808.4-3658 have been short (5 15 days), although notably the 2000 
(JVijnands et al. 2001) and 2002 (hlarkwardt. et al. 2005) outbursts of SAX J1808.4-3658 
were longer and more erratic. Given the non-detection of earlier outbursts, 51756 is alone 
among the fast-decaying millisecond pulsar systems in not showing recurrence. 

bt7e searched for high frequency variability by constructi~lg an FFT-based power spec- 
trum from the PCA data. The spectrum showed a significa~lt, narrow excess near 182 Hz 
(hlarkwardt et al. 2007), which was also found in followirig observations. The feature was 
several mHz wide. which suggested an X-ray pulsar with orbit,itl Doppler broadening. Exami- 
nation of power spectra on short ( ~ 3 0 0  s) intervals corlfirmed a sinusoida,l orbital modulatio~l. 
making SWIFT J1756.9-2508 the eighth known accreting millisecond X-ray pulsar. and the 
one with the longest rot.ation period. 

?Ve perforrned precision timing analysis on the PCA data using the techniques described 
in llnrkwardt et '11. (2002). X-ray event data were recorded in the E ~ l 2 5 u s ~ 6 4 M ~ O ~ l s  mode. 
;tnd ex ent times were corrected to the solar system bnrycenter using the posit ion deter~nilled 
from XRT imaging (see Table 1). The Z L  statistic (or Rayleigh statistic) were co~nputed. and 
tlie orbital/timing parameters were ndjusted to produce the lnrgest Z2  power of the pulse 
f~~ndaniental  This procedure is equivalent to radio or X-raj. pulse time-of-arrival fitting 
(Buccheri et al. 1983). but with no binning. After adjustnient. we found no long tern1 or 
orbital systenintic trends. The I>in<~rj. orbit model was the ELL1 from TEAIPO software 
version 11 010.15 which is designed for nearly circular orbits. The orbital parameters are 
sho\vn 111 Tnble 1. ,mcl confirlrl that tliis is Tery compact ancl circular orbit. The pulsation 



frequencies frolll I I J D  5426 1.78 t o  54267.07. folded on a trial orbital period clearly establish 
the orbital frecluency modulation. The pulsed semi-amplitude is a nearly const;tnt ~6%.  
throl~ghout the observations. No pulsed signal was seen in the 15-50 lteV barid fro111 250 s of 
BAT event starting starting at LI.JD 5 1266.065, with a 20 limit of 5 13 %. IYith the present 
data we can place only weak upper limits on the pulse frequency derivative (f ), since the 
tiriie baseline is quite short. 

The data from both the PCA <tnd XRT (which cover 100% of the orbit) were searchecl 
for rnoc1ul;ltion at the orbital perlod. The PCA light curve (2-10 ke\') sho\vs no rriodulatiori 
at the orbital period. after the long term trend is subtracted. The 20 upper limit to orbital 
modulations is < 1.2 Ci'L from the PCA data. There is also no significant ~nodulntion seen in 
the XRT data. Furthermore there are no signs of eclipses. dips or bursts. We searched for 
rapid variability by coristructi~lg power spectra of 64 s segments of event data. with a Nyquist 
frequency of 2048 Hz. and averaged contiguous power spectra. LVhile some varial~ility is 
present. especially below -200 Hz. a detailed tinling study is beyond the scope of this 
paper. We do not find any features above 200 Hz whicll are obvious kiloHertz quasi-periodic 
oscillations (QPOs). For the summed outburst. tlie 95X upper limits on the fractional r.m s. 
are about 6% (9X) for 16 Hz (128 Hz) wide QPOs. and a factor of ~2 larger for a single 
observation. 

4. Spectral Analysis 

It-e fit tlie SwiftlXRT spectrum from each segnletit in the 0.5-9 keV energy range lvitll 
different models. -tvliicli i~icluded a single absorbed power law (PL; It-ilnrs et dl. 2000). and 
an absorhed Ir~lack body (BB). IVhile a formal f-test cannot distinguish between PL and BB 
models. we favor the PL nioclel ljecause the reduced \' is srnaller arld closer to unity for tlie 
PL fit. while tlle BB fit produces bystenintic residuals at both low arid high energies. The 
derived absorl~ing col~lmn clensitv is always in excess of the Galactic value -= 1.47 x lo2' 

ciii-< D~lcliej k Lock~linn 1990) niid there is no indication of n softeiiirig of the sl)ectrum 
with time. Represeritati~.e spectral fits are sliown in Table 2. The source was cletectecl in 
the PC'A up to t.nclrgies E :30 kei'. and the sl~ectrurn is consisterit with an ahsorbetl power 
linv with aljsorption fixed at the best-fit value of XRT segrnerit 003 The BAT data froni 
11 to 19.5 lit.\.7 were fit 11y sinil,le power law tilodel. The BL9T spectrum is softer thnn the 
spectra fol~nd fro111 fits to the PCi,l alone or XRT ,done. suggestive of cilt-off to tlle 11o1i-e~ 
Inn-. However joint fits to tlie BAIT. XRT and PC'A spectr,~ art. not iil~pro\.ed wit11 cllt-off 
pon-t>r Ian. niodel. 

G~T-en the ~~iicertaiiit,~. in the sl~ectruni at higli energies. we estiinate the iritegratecl 



outburst fluence to be E ((4.5 5 0.8) x lo-' erg c rn -~1-10000  keV). Using the angular 
proximity of the source to t'he Galactic cent'er t'o estinmt'e the distance, we can. following 
Bildsten 1;, Chakraba,rty (2001); estimate the time-averaged nlass accretion rate: i\lx = 

(9.3 4 1.6) x 10-~":\1~ y ~ - ~ d ; r n , : ~ i ~ .  where d8 is the distance is units of 8 kpc. rnl.4 = 

i:\,Ix/(1.4 itI?), and we assume a neut,ron star radius of 10 km. The parameter TI" is t,he 
recurrence time in units 10 yr, and only Tlo 2 1 is allowed by t'he ol~servations. 

5 .  Discussion 

In combination, the measured nlass function and binary orbit,al period Pb constrain the 
donor's mass-radius (ilIc-Rc) relation. assuming the donor fills its Roche lobe. For SWIFT 
51756.9-2508, Pb = 54.7 minutes, a value near the median of the known X-ray millisecond 
pulsars. If we assume a particular value for ;I[T. we can calcula,te possible values of illc fro111 
the mass function, f, = (ATc sin i)3/(L1G + iLIc)2, where i is t,he binary inclina,tion t o  
our line of sight and :I& and A.1, are the masses of the pulsar and companion, respectively. 
The lack of eclipses allows us t'o set a limit i < 85" (Paczyliski 1971). For this inclination 
and ;\,Ix = 1.411.1~. we have ,\,Ic.,,i, = 0.0067,2,L2. Assuming a uniform distributiorl of 
possible values of cosa we can set a 95% confidence level (C.L.) upper limit on the rilass of 
;I_(, < 0.022J.L: - (for ~ i:\,Iz = 1.4AL-). The range of possible values of :\,Ic up to this limit. 
and corresponding companion radius R, are shown in Fig. 2. If we consider a larger neut'ron 
star of ill, = 2.21:\,L2. the limits (95% C.L.) are illc < 0.030ilI2 and R, < 0.069R.:. This 
radius is less than the minimurrl radius for low-mass hydrogen rich brown dwarfs of any 
age (Chabrier et a1 2000; Bildsten & Chwkraharty 2001. Figure 2). as expect'ed for a binary 
period of 5 80 min (Paczyriski 55 Sienkiwwicz 1981; Nelsor~ et al. 1986). Thus we restrict 
our attent,ion to white dwarf (M'D) donor models. 

The dotted and dashed curves in Fig. 2 show evolutionary sequences of ultracompact 
binaries with He donor nlodels origirlhlly developed for a stucly of the XRI CVn (double LC'D) 
class of ultracompact bindries (Deloye et a1 2007). Along these curl-es. reglons of negative 
slope correspo~ld to  adiabatic donor evolution. In regions of positive slope the donor is 
cooling nlld contrttct ing towartls the fully-degenerat e He IT-D ,:\Ic-- Rc relatior1 (see Deloye 
et dl.. 2007). essentially traced bv the lowest clotted line in Fig. 2. The donor's cooling 
is affected bv t lle (kerv uncertain) efficient? with which irradiating flus gener,tted 11y the 
;tccret1oil-m-l1icll ,~lwavs donlinates the donor's own flux i11 these ultracompact biriaries-is 
t1lernl;tlizecl in tlie donor's upper atmosphere. The impact of irratli,jtion is to  extend the 
clonor's adiabatic evolution phase and to slow its rate of cooling ~fterkvards. 

Since calc~llations sirnilar to the Deloye et al. (2007) He-donor study do not j7et exist for 



C/O donors. we conlI>are the .I1756 constraints to  a sarrlple of pure C niodels of Deloye Ir 
Bildsten (2003. solid c ~ ~ r v ~ e s  in Fig. 2); realistic C/O U'Ds will lie at sornewhat srrialler Rr. 
These models assume fislly-convective interior profiles and do not explicitly treat thermal 
transport. However, t,he physics that procluces the transition frorn adiabatic evolut'ion to  
cooling in He donors does not depend on cornposition and C/O donors will also experience 
a cooling phase. This niearrs a substantial fract'ion of the phase space for "liot'? C/O donors 
shown in Fig 2 will likely not be evolutionarily accessible (e.g.. t,he nearly ~;ert'ica,l regions 
of t,he log(T,./K) > 6.4 "isot~lienris"), rnakirig a C/O donor in 51756 rat.her unlikely. Thus. 
.J1756 likely harbors a He-dominated donor whose thermal cooling has been at least ~iiodestly 
slowed. Irradiation provides a natural ~nechariisnr t'hat is able to  affect the necessary degree 
of slo~ving. as discussed above. This int,erpret'ation places SkVIFT 51756.9-2508 in the 
conlpany of at lea,st t,wo other X-ray nrillisecond pulsars with very low ~ n a s s  companions: 
XTE 50929-314, (Galloway et al. 2002) and XTE 51807-294 (Falanga et al. 2005); although 
51756 seems to  require modest irra,diat,ion while t'hese other two sources are compatible with 
t'lre unirradia,ted cases. 
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Table 1. Timing Paruineters of SWIFT 51756.9-2508 

Par arneter Value 

Right ascenhion. cu (52000.0)" 17"56"'5?35 
Declination, 6 (52000.0)" 25"06'27!'8 
Barycentric pulse frequency, f,, (Hz) 182.065804253(72)" 
Pulsar frequency derivative. 1 f 1 (Hz s - I )  < 1 x 
Projected semimajor axis, a ,  sin i (It-ms) 5.942(27) 
Binary orbital period, Pb (s) 3282.104(83) 
Time of ascending node. T,, " 51265.28707(6) 
Orbital eccentricity. e ' < 0.0'26 ' 
Pulsar nlass function, f., (10-7111..) 1.56(3) 
h I in in~un~  companion mash, 1lIc (10-?~rl,.:) 6.7-9.2 
hlaxinlum Pou:er, z:,,, 206 1 

"The estimated position uncertainty is 3!'5. Position is from the 
XRT and held fixed as a timing parameter. 

-ncertainties are la in the last quoted digits. 

'95% upper limit. 

"hlodified Julia11 days, referred to barycentric dynamical time. 

('Derived parameter. 

 or neutron star masses of 1 .1  - 2.2,11:. 

Table 2. Sample spectral fits for SLVIFT 51756.9-2508 

l I J D  hfodel" ~VH T ]  dof 

XRT 51266.06 PL 3.4-I + 0.11 2.08 f 0.14 1.081j200 
XRT 51266.06 BB 2.52 + 0.23 [1.30 5 0.051 1.185/200 
PC'X 34261.79 PL 5.d.1 2.00 + 0.14 0.878i-I; 
PC'A 3-1267.46 PL 5 . u  1.95 + 0.08 0.314!48 
BAT 34258 PL - 2.3  C 0.7 0.20,: 6 
BaAT 31266 PL - 2 8  + 5 0.3&/6 

"PL-power-law: BB=nbaorbed black bocly 

" ~ u n l b e r h  in colu~nn 5 are r for PL fit> a n d  k T  (in q u a r e  I~rackets) 
for. the  BB fit. 



54255 54260 54265 54270 54275 54280 54285 
MJD 

Fig 1.- Tlie combined light curve of Si\-IFT 51756.9-2508 from S w ~ f t  BAT (cl~amonds). 
Swrft XRT (filled clrclcs). RXTE PC14 (ope/) czrcles), and Chandra (triangle: Papitto et a1 
2007). Tlle BAT points sliou- flux 111 tlie 15-50 ke\' band. Charidra tlie 0.3-8.0 1teV 11and. 
arid the other points the 2-10 keV band. Tlie PCA data is contaminated hy eniissiori froni 
the Gnlactic ridge To correct for this. a colistarlt baseline of 1.2-1 x 10-I" erg ciii-' s-l 
was empiricallj deternillied arid subtracted frorn the PCA data. Data points \\-it11 < 2 0  
sigriificarice are shown as upper liniits. For cornp,irison wit11 tlie archi\,~l upper li~iiits quoted 
in $2 2. for tlie PC,\ (BAT) 1 mCrab w 2.4 (,5 2) x 10-l1 erg cni-* s-I 



0.005 0.01 0 0.01 5 0.020 
Cornpanion Mass M, (M,) 

Fig. 2.- Companiori radius (Rc) vs. mass (,?Ic) plane. sliowi~ig the Roche lobe corlstraints 
for SLi71FT 51756.9-2508 and. for conlparison. three other X-ray niillisecond pulsars with 
low-niass companio~is. Tlie source curves trace possible values of tlie incli~iatio~i angle. 1 .  Tlie 
solid black dots iridicate 1 = 60" arid the open black dots i~idicnte 2 = 30". The other cur\-es 
are various white dwarf models. Tlie dotted and dashed lines show evolutionary seclue~ices 
with He donor lriotlels calculated i i s  in Deloye et al. (2007) (see text for full explanation) 
The dotted curllts slio~v cases where no accretiori flux is reprocessed. The dashed curvrs show 
the case N-here 10% of accretion flux. as seen by tlie donor. is tliermalizecl in the clo~ior's 
atniosphere. Tlle riunihers next to these curles indicate log r y , .  where higher values of tlie 
central dege~ieracy paraneter L*, (defi~~etf in Delope et t11. 2007) iridicate a riiore degenerate 
and herice conil>act donor \\-ithi11 eacli set of niodels. e\.olution proceeds to lower i\Ic and 
less d e g e ~ ~ e r ~ ~ t e  doriors evoll-e at larger Rc. Tlie soltd cr~rl~cs ,Ire for pure C corlipositiori 
from tlie nioclels of Deloye cG- Bilclsteri (2003). The number nest to eacl~ solid curve i~itlicates 
tlie log of the t e ~ n p e r ~ ~ t u r e  in Eielvin usecl in tlie model. 




